Assignment 7

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed.
As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

1) Number of cold receptors are highest at
   - D) Head
   - B) Neck
   - E) Inner Part of Finger
   - A) Outer Part of Finger

   No the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: Head

2) The correct statement(s) amongst the following are:
   - Number of cold receptors are higher than number of warm receptors
   - Number of warm receptors are higher than number of cold receptors
   - Cold receptors are all lower depth than warm receptor
   - Warm receptors are at lower depth than cold receptor

   No the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: Number of cold receptors are higher than number of warm receptors

3) For a person in cold environment, if sufficient clothing is not worn
   - Tearing of body muscles is observed
   - Shivering increases body temperature
   - Showing reduced body temperature

   No the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: Tearing of body muscles is observed

4) A person in extreme cold environment
   - Should wear clothing with higher IR value
   - Should wear clothing with lower IR value
   - Should wear clothing with higher CV value
   - Should wear clothing with lower CV value

   No the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: Should wear clothing with higher CV value

5) For a worker in Sub-Zero if sufficient clothing is not worn
   - Vascular constriction of blood vessels is observed
   - Vasoconstriction of blood vessels is observed
   - Blood flow to the skin reduces
   - Blood flow to the skin increases

   No the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: Vasoconstriction of blood vessels is observed

6) A person in extreme cold environment
   - Should wear clothing with lower IR value
   - Should wear clothing with higher IR value
   - Should wear clothing with lower CV value
   - Should wear clothing with higher CV value

   No the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: Should wear clothing with higher CV value

7) The preferred material amongst the following for high insulation of clothing is
   - Wool
   - Cotton
   - Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC)
   - Non-reflective material

   No the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: Wool

8) If thickness of fabric is increased in extreme cold climate clothing
   - Vapour pressure increases
   - Vapour pressure decreases
   - Vapour transmission increases
   - Vapour transmission decreases

   No the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: Vapour transmission decreases

9) For outer layer in extreme cold climate clothing
   - Water proofing is required
   - Water proofing is not required
   - Moisture vapour should be transmitted
   - Moisture vapour should be blocked

   No the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: Water proofing is required

10) The correct statement(s) amongst the following are:
    - Cotton is preferable in low sweating conditions from human body
    - Cotton is preferable in high sweating conditions from human body
    - Cotton in cold environment on moisture absorption increases thermal conductivity of the body
    - Cotton in cold environment on moisture absorption reduces thermal conductivity of the body

    No the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
    Accepted Answers: Cotton is preferable in low sweating conditions from human body
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